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Founded in 2012, Gears & Gadgets is an exclusive quarterly event hosted 

by Minnesota Manufacturing Executives (MME) where members discuss 

manufacturing business trends and develop synergistic connections.  

A typical event showcases a manufacturing industry speaker followed by 

a networking Happy Hour with a cash bar and appetizers. Our generous 

Platinum Sponsors contribute to the success of Gears & Gadgets.

Why attend Gears & Gadgets?

• Stay current on manufacturing industry changes that affect your business 

•  Peer-to-peer interaction builds your network and a strong Minnesota 

manufacturing community

• Maximize business development and supplier synergies for your company

Who is eligible to attend Gears & Gadgets?

• Manufacturing business owners 

•  Manufacturing executives and senior leaders currently employed in a 

manufacturing company

How do I receive an invitation to Gears & Gadgets?

Gears & Gadgets is “by invitation only” for eligible members of MME.

Please contact the group founder, Marni Hockenberg at  

marni@hockenbergsearch.com; 952.500.9542. Marni Hockenberg is the 

Principal of Hockenberg Search, a firm specializing in Executive Outplacement 

for the manufacturing industry. Your network is your net worth—see you at 

Gears & Gadgets!

What is Gears & Gadgets?

Recap of February 2020 Gears & Gadgets program
The Outlook for 2020

Presenter: 
King Banaian
King Banaian is Dean of the School of Public Affairs at 

St. Cloud State University. He is an economist and former 

professor at St. Cloud State. He was formerly member 

of the Minnesota House of Representatives representing 

District 15B from 2011 to 2013. The district includes parts 

of Benton, Sherburne and Stearns counties in the  

north-central part of the state. 

Between trade wars and perhaps-too-high interest rates the economy slowed by mid-year  

but seemed to pick up the pace by year-end. What’s going to happen next? 

King Banaian, dean of the School of Public Affairs at St. Cloud State University, returns  

with his look at Minnesota manufacturing for 2020. What’s happening with trade next?  

How have manufacturers adjusted to very low unemployment rates?  And most importantly,  

could 2020 be better? 

Participants may expect:  

1.  To learn about the impact of the coronavirus and the possibility of an additional  

trade deal with China.

2.  An understanding if and how the economy this year may or may not be affected  

by the 2020 election.

3.  To come away with critical real time economic data upon which to make  

strategic business decisions.



Monday, May 11th, 2020  4:00-5:15 pm
Online Event

Fearless Crisis Leadership in Manufacturing –  
Virtual Panel Discussion With Manufacturing Leaders 

The world has changed significantly for most manufacturing companies as a result of the 

recent Covid-19 pandemic. Few business leaders imagined where we would be at today. 

At times like this, fearless crisis leadership is required to provide good decision making, 

strategy and actionable plans. The ‘new normal’ can be viewed through the lens of 

pessimism or optimism. Fearless leaders are viewing this as an opportunity rich environment 

rather than a doomsday scenario.

Gears & Gadgets is dedicated to the growth and success of our local manufacturing 

companies by being flexible and responsive to ever changing business environments. We 

will host our May 11th program from 4:00-5:15 pm but switch to a virtual program out of 

respect for the safety of our participants. Join our panel of manufacturing leaders as we 

discuss ‘Fearless Crisis Leadership in Manufacturing’.

Our panelists will provide real life examples of how they are fearlessly leading their 

companies through this crisis with a time for participant Q & A.

Discussion topics:
How has the pandemic affected you and your company?

What key decisions or adjustments have you had to make as a result?

What are you doing that is working best for you during this time?

How has this impacted your longer-term strategies for growth?

Panelists:
Phil Mattison; President; Core Products International

Amber Fennell; Director of Sales & Marketing; PGC (Precision Gasket Company)

Shane Steffensen, COO and GM, Lube Tech, Inc

Cathy Cruz Gooch, President at Catallia Mexican Foods

Panel Moderator:
Gary Braun, Partner; Pivotal Advisors 

Gary Braun, 

Partner; Pivotal Advisors 



 10 Tips for Marketing during Uncertain Times
The manufacturing industry does not grind to a halt during uncertain 
times. Here are some ideas for how to continue to market your products 
through one of the largest economic upheavals the United States has 
endured.

1. Get Back to Basics
When times are uncertain, it is helpful to get back to basics and redis-
cover why you do what you do and who you serve. Review your product 
offerings and analyze production and purchase data to uncover the 
products that have the highest demand while being the most efficient 
to produce. Then, consider how the current public health and economic 
situation may affect demand for your products. Use the information you 
uncover to adjust your operations.

After taking a look at your products, focus on your customers. Why do 
your customers buy from you and not your competitors? How do you 
maintain strong relationships with your current customers? What do you 
currently do to reach new ones?

2. Reacquaint Yourself with Your Core Market
After spending some time reviewing your current customer base, reiden-
tify your core target market and reevaluate their needs. Your core target 
market are the customers who are most likely to buy from you. Use your 
customer data to identify who these customers are and what products 
they purchase. Note which marketing and sales efforts work best with 
them. Then, take a look at trends in their industry and anticipate how 
your company may be able to solve their future needs.

3. Revisit Your 2020 Marketing Plan
Things have changed dramatically since Q4 2019, when many companies 
were putting together their 2020 marketing plans. If that is true for your 
company, it is time to take another look. The content you have planned 
for the next few months may no longer be relevant to your custom-
ers. Worse, it may come off as uninformed, insensitive, or out-of-touch 
during a pandemic and economic crisis.

Take a look through your marketing plan to confirm it continues to serve 
the times. Remember many of your customers may have consolidated 
shifts, reconfigured their operations, or shut down entirely. Brainstorm 
ways your company can continue to serve these customers and rebuild 
your marketing plan around their needs.

4. Don’t Plan So Far Ahead
When the economy’s great, set-it-and-forget-it marketing plans can perform well. But in uncertain times where the eco-
nomic and public situation is constantly shifting, planning too far ahead can be unproductive or harmful.

If you typically execute your marketing plan quarterly or monthly, consider being more hands-on over the next few months. 
For example, instead of scheduling social media posts for the month, consider scheduling week by week so you can adjust 
your content as needed.

5. Use Your Entire Marketing Toolkit
Marketing teams have dozens of tools at their disposal, from social media, email, blogs, and websites to print materials 
such as line cards and direct mail. In uncertain times, deploy your entire marketing toolkit to reach your core market. Keep 
your digital storefront fresh, stay active on social media, and arm your sales team with updated sales collateral.

6. Be Authentic
The tone of your marketing messaging is critically important during uncertain times. Customers want to know how you are 
responding to the current situation and be reassured that they can trust you. The best way to continue to build this trust 
is to be authentic. Stay true to your core values and mission and share why they are important to you and how they guide 
your business practices.

7. Share Your Concerns . . .
Part of being authentic is sharing your own concerns about the current situation and everything you are doing to address 
them. This can include how you are ensuring your workers are safe during the pandemic or how you plan to continue to 
fulfill customer orders. Keep your message focused on solutions rather than fear and uncertainty.

8. And Share How You Are Helping
Customers want to know how you are supporting your employees, customers, and community during this time. Post how 
your company is responding to the pandemic on your website, including how you are encouraging workers to wash their 
hands, practice social distancing, and stay home when they feel ill. If you have reconfigured your operations to support the 
health care industry, share those details.

Use your social media platforms to share how you are supporting your customers and larger community. Share how you 
are ensuring your products reach your customers safely, including enhanced or expedited delivery. If you are donating time, 
space, or products to serve your community, feature those efforts on social media and your website, too.

9. Be Mindful of Budgets
It will likely take months or years for companies to bounce back from the current economic situation. During this time, be 
mindful of your customers’ budgets. If you can find creative ways to save them money, they are more likely to stay loyal 
customers.

10. Get Help
Marketing during uncertain times is challenging. Investing in a marketing team can be money well-spent during economic 
uncertainty. Hiring an outsourced team is often the most cost-effective choice for manufacturing companies. Outsourced 
partners can support the efforts of your internal marketing and sales team or manage your entire marketing strategy.

Marketing Sponsor

Adam Johnston, President 
Balius Marketing & Web Design, LLC
7900 International Drive - Suite 300

Bloomington, MN 55425
ajohnston@baliusmarketing.com

952.346.9258

Motivate. Inspire. Create Change.

“At the end of the day,  
people buy from other  
people and people work  
with other people. Your  
website’s content jumpstarts 
your relationship with  
potential buyers and  
future employees.”
                – Adam Johnston



Important CARES Act Business Tax Provisions
By Clint Seehusen, CPA, & Justin Spinler, CPA

President Trump signed the much-anticipated U.S. $2.2 trillion emergency 
economic stimulus package on Friday, March 27, 2020. It is known as the 
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act), H.R. 748.

While IRS pronouncements and clarifications as they relate to this import-
ant legislation will continue through 2020, we will be updating our website 
when additional information is received. For now, here are some of the key 
business tax provisions that can apply to manufacturers.

2301 – Employee Retention Credit
This is a refundable payroll tax credit. There is eligibility for employers 
whose operations have been suspended. It includes employers with less 
than 100 employees in 2019; all wages are eligible, regardless of whether 
the employee is actually furloughed:

•  50% of qualified wages, which includes health benefits, for each employ-
ee, capped at $10,000 per employee

•  Business must be ordered closed or gross receipts fall to less than 50% of 
the same quarter in the prior year

Note: The credit is not available to employers receiving Small Business 
Interruption Loans (ask your CPA for more detail). Wages do not include 
amounts taken into account for the earlier passed required paid sick leave 
or paid family leave in the Families First Coronavirus Response Act.

2302 – Employer Payroll Tax Deferral
This is a deferral of the employer portion of Social Security taxes and ap-
plies to all taxes due on 2020 wages, beginning on the date of enactment.

• The taxes will be due on December 31 of each year of 2021 and 2022.

•  50% in 2021, 50% in 2022 for payroll taxes between enactment date and 
1/1/2021

 • Self-employment taxes get this same deferral.

Note: The deferral will not be available to employers receiving forgiveness 
of their Small Business Interruption Loans (ask your CPA for more details).

2307 – 100% Bonus Depreciation for Qualified Improvement Property (QIP)
This is the long-awaited technical correction to the 2017 Tax Act for Qual-
ified Restaurant, Qualified Retail and Qualified Leasehold Improvement 
Property for Bonus Depreciation, now making this property eligible for the 
100% Bonus Depreciation.

• Applicable to all such property put into service after December 31, 2017

• QIP is 15-year property, therefore eligible for bonus depreciation

• 20-year ADS life

Note: The can apply to amended returns.

2306 – Deductible Interest Expense
This provision relates to the limitation that some Corporations and Partnerships found themselves hitting with 
regards to the deduction of interest expense on their returns for 2019 and 2018.

•  163(j) limit calculated with 50% of adjusted taxable income (ATI) instead of 30% for taxable years beginning in 
2019 or 2020

• Can elect to use 2019 adjusted taxable income for the 2020 calculation

• Increased limitation does not apply to partnerships for 2019, but will apply in 2020

Note: This temporarily changes the limitation of deductible interest in a given year from 30% of ATI to 50% of ATI 
for 2019 and 2020.

2303 – Net Operating Losses (NOLs)
This section changes the rules for Net Operating Losses that occur in tax years beginning after December 31, 
2017. The IRS recently provided new procedures for carrybacks of NOLs in Revenue Procedure 2020-24.

• Pre-2021 years have no taxable income limit

• Post-2020 years have the 80% limit

• 5-year carrybacks for NOLs arising in years beginning in 2018-2020

• Eligible partnerships can file amended partnership returns using Form 1065 (Revenue Procedure 2020-23)

2304 – Noncorporate Loss Limitation of § 461(l)
This section applies to excess business losses for non-corporate taxpayers (limited to $250,000; $500,000 mar-
ried filing jointly) that would have applied to all tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, and ending before 
January 1, 2026.

• Limitations only apply to taxable years beginning after 2020

• Excess business losses are no longer subject to the loss limitations for years 2018, 2019 and 2020

Note: That means that the limitations will apply in 2021 to 2025.

2305 – Minimum Tax Credit
This section changes the 50% of the excess Minimum Tax Credit that would have applied in 2018, 2019 and 2020 
to not apply for these tax years, but not be allowed at a full 100% for Corporate taxpayers.

• Corporate credit for prior year AMT fully refundable in 2019

• Can elect to take refund in 2018

THE ABOVE DESCRIPTIONS ARE BASED UPON THE EARLY ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS OF THE CARES Act H.R.748. 

THEY ARE SUBJECT TO FURTHER ANALYSIS AND POTENTIAL REGULATIONS AND GUIDANCE FROM THE IRS. THEY 

SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED ADVICE, BUT SIMPLY INFORMATION.

Accounting Sponsor

Clint Seehusen, CPA 
Principal | Audit + Accounting
E: CSeehusen@dsb-cpa.com

P: 612-630-5084

Justin Spinler, CPA 
Manager | Tax

E: JSpinler@dsb-cpa.com
P: 612-359-9630

DS+B | CPAs + Business Advisors
222 South 9th Street, Ste 3000

Minneapolis, MN 55402
www.dsb-cpa.com/manufacturing



Go Big or Go Home with a Powerful Vision

The Big Picture – Begin with the End in Mind!
When it’s time to build a company’s growth plan, goals are often created 
in a vacuum by its leader(s) and based on his or her financial goals. Or, 
plans are built primarily based on historical facts and performance  
using a simple percentage increase. Both of these approaches have 
merit as a part of the process, but unfortunately for many, this is the 
process. What is often missing is a powerful, inspiring vision of who the 
company is and what they believe as well as a “point on the horizon” 
for the entire team to aspire to.

In his book, “Built to Last,” Jim Collins introduces the BHAG, meaning 
“Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal”. A BHAG is not meant to align directly 
with a historical growth rate. It is meant to challenge, push and inspire 
a team to greater things. A BHAG challenges a team to think of what 
could be, not what is. As the saying goes, “if you set the bar too low, 
you are doomed to reach it”.

Keep the Fire Going
For many small, entrepreneurial organizations, the founder started  
the company with a grand idea of what he or she thought it could be 
without the constraints of market research and historical data. This 
vision typically comes from deep within them; a passion or purpose, a 
fire in their belly that told them they should build something great.  
For many, great teams of people came together because they were 
attracted to this vision and the energy behind it.

Unfortunately for many organizations, the “noise” of day-to-day  
operations has extinguished that fiery vision and energy. For most, the 
vision sat in the founder’s head. As the company grew, the connection 
to the vision was lost as size, capacity and complexity increase. The 
vision is no longer communicated to the team, leaving those who’ve 
joined along the way with only a vague idea of what it truly is. And, 
even less so, how in the world they plan to get there? Many great visions 
have died a quiet death in between the ears of an entrepreneur.

How a Powerful Vision Can Inspire and Ignite Company Growth
Don’t lose hope just yet! The leadership team of a small but quickly 
growing education consulting company had a breakthrough year in 
2019! After a number of years of painful change and disappointing  
results, it seemed they had finally turned a corner. There was excite-
ment and energy in the room during one of their planning meetings 
early in the year. The President spoke up. “I want us to think, act and 
look like a $20M company! That’s where we’re going sooner than later 
… time for us to live it!” Though it’d be quite a stretch for the team, they 
didn’t miss a beat, enthusiastically affirming and owning the challenge. 

Today, they are tracking to hit and exceed that seemingly aggressive stretch goal set  
by their leader a few years back.

Clarity and Communication
One couldn’t predict the kind of growth the education consulting company has seen over  
the last four years based solely on historical performance. Many gaps had to be addressed 
to improve performance. But to achieve the kind of growth they were aiming for, the founder 
needed to share his vision for the organization. His passion for what he saw so clearly that as a 
company could change the face of education in order to inspire and ignite his team. With the 
help of his leadership team, he set about pulling the vision out of his head and onto paper in a 
simple but powerful form. They used it to draw in and retain talent who all share a set of beliefs. 
Most importantly, they shared it with the team over and over again so each person could make 
it their own.

For them, the vision was instrumental in building a more detailed plan to achieve their BHAG. 
Of course, there’s much more to building a strategic growth plan than just a powerful vision. To 
bring a vision to life, you need a strong business model, the right structure and the right people 
to populate and drive the organization forward. You need clear and measurable goals. You need 
commitment and relentless execution. Even with all of these other elements in place, if you are 
missing a clear vision that can inspire and ignite your team to push well beyond what they think 
is possible, you may be doomed to hit that lower bar and settle for something good, at the  
expense of achieving greatness.

Business  Advisory Sponsor

Steve Wilcox, President
Senior Business Advisor | EOS Implementer™

steve@theresultants.com
715-338-3753

Peter Beaumont
Business Advisor | EOS Implementer™

peter@theresultants.com 
651-338-7071

Twin Cities Office – West End
5775 Wayzata Blvd, Suite 700

St Louis Park, MN 55416
952-945-5402

Corporate Office
201 2nd Street South, Suite 200

Hudson, WI 54016
715-386-2800

Make Your Business Go Further, Faster™



Who is Carlson Partners?

Carlson Partners was founded in 2011 with the singular purpose of deliv-
ering unparalleled results for organizations through an entrepreneurial 
mind-set, yet a very disciplined strategic approach to commercial real 
estate. 

Our clients know they have a trusted advocate on their side, because we  
only consult with and represent businesses (occupiers)—not landlords.

We enjoy creating solutions for clients, and our long-term outlook has  
generated very close relationships. Carlson Partners manages lease  
relocations, lease renewals, renovations, lease restructures, property  
dispositions and acquisitions.

Key Fact About Carlson Partners:
• Year Founded:  2011

• Privately Owned: Amy Carlson, Ted Carlson, Tim Olsen

• Office Locations: Edina and Minneapolis, Minnesota

• Number of Employees: Ten

• Core Business: Real Estate (Occupier/Buyer Representation)

• Market Coverage: Minnesota, the Americas and Internationally 

Financial Performance To Measure Success:   
For each assignment, we focus on comparing current state (what the 
client is paying in rent per square foot and full-time equivalent) to future 
state and look to reduce occupancy costs on both fronts.

We recommend utilization of a KPI scorecard as a method of measuring  
performance. The following areas of financial impact will be incorporated 
into the project reporting process:

• Gap-Adjusted Gross Rent

• Relocation Costs

• Gross Occupancy Costs per Square Foot per year

• Gross Occupancy Costs per Full Time Equivalent (FTE)

• Furniture Systems: Buy vs. Lease Analysis

•  Tenant Improvements: Landlord Funded vs. Occupier Funded  
Financial Impact

The Five Myths About Renewing Your Lease:

Engage Carlson Partners As Your Trusted Real Estate Partner To Realize Hidden Savings And Enhanced Risk Mitigation.

2018 Industrial Market Recap:

Real Estate Advisor Sponsor

Timothy L. Olsen,  SIOR 
Partner 

tolsen@carlsonpartnersllc.com
(651) 558-1400 mobile 

4530 West 77th Street, Suite 365
Edina, MN 55435

www.carlsonpartnersllc.com

Ted Carlson, SIOR, CCIM 
President 

 tcarlson@carlsonpartnersllc.com 
(612) 812-7788 mobile 

4530 West 77th Street, Suite 365
Edina, MN 55435

www.carlsonpartnersllc.com

Perception: 
1.    We have a great relationship with our Landlord  

or the Landlord’s Broker.

2.   Engaging an advisor for our lease renewal will cost us 
money by diminishing real estate savings. 

3.   We have no interest in relocating.  We plan on renew-
ing and do not need representation. 

4.   We are getting a good deal. The Landlord reduced  
our rent and we are saving money. 

5.   We already have a lease in place and have more than a 
year left on our term.  

Reality:
1.   The Landlord’s objective is to maximize profits and shift  

economic and non-economic risk to the tenant.

2.   Brokerage fees are not added on top of your real estate 
expenses. They are embedded into the transaction costs  
and don’t disappear without the use of an advisor.

3.   The role of Carlson Partners as your advisor is not to find 
space.  Rather, our sole objective is to drive the most  
aggressive lease terms regardless of renewal or reloca-
tion.

4.    A “good” deal can only be benchmarked against reloca-
tion alternatives that have been brought to economic and 
non- 
economic maturity by creating competition in the market.

5.   By placing the Landlord in a leveraged position, the tenant 
can achieve greater flexibility, cost containment and  
expense mitigation.

2018 Market Indicators
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We dig in and ask the 
important questions.

We provide you with 
real estate analysis 
and market 
comparisons. 

We translate insight 
and analysis into a 
focused, actionable 
plan.

We routinely 
analyze the 
market and 

provide you with 
value added 

insight.

We manage all 
the details and 
get the results 

you need.

OUR DISCIPLINED 
STRATEGIC 

METHODOLOGY



Resolution Medical Testimonial
Seven-and-a-half years ago, Steve Schmidt, CEO and 
founder of Resolution Medical, saw a need in the market-
place to help the medical community thrive. A privately 
held manufacturing company, Minnesota-based Resolution 
Medical focuses on providing Innovative Business  
Solutions to the medical device industry through high  
customer satisfaction and exceptional quality products.

In the beginning, Steve was having problems finding a bank 
that would help finance this new business.  
Most banks wanted SBA loans, power-point presentations 
and high-level business plans. While Steve knew there  
was a need in the market for his business, he didn’t have  

a detailed business plan. It was then that a satisfied Platinum client referred Steve to Platinum Bank.

Platinum Bank was confident of Steve’s foresight, so getting behind this new manufacturing idea made good business 
sense. Platinum offered Steve a line of credit to help bring his concept to reality. Steve knew this was the financial  
partnership he had been looking for. “It was very, very easy. It was very personal. When you are starting your own  
business, you have a lot of other things to do besides worrying about the banks and money.”

After seven-and-a-half years, Platinum Bank continues to provide Resolution Medical with the necessary capital to grow 
the company. “Platinum gets to know what your business model is, they trust your business model and are willing to give 
a little risk,” adds Steve. “I think that a lot of other banks look at just numbers and I think that’s a huge separation on ease 
of capital down the road, and ease of doing business, and ease of doing banking. Platinum made it easy and quick and 
personal for us; it was a no-brainer on our side.”

Platinum Bank – We Are Unique

As a growth-oriented company, Platinum Bank strives to be the best 
commercial bank in its class. Through this desire, we at Platinum have 
incorporated the EOS business system to organize our internal opera-
tions, identify our niche, and keep us focused and on-track with our target 
markets. We know our target markets. We know our niche. We know the 
industries that fit into our business model. And, we know that our success 
at Platinum is attributed to helping our target market clients meet and 
exceed their business goals.

The manufacturing industry is one of Platinum Bank’s key target markets.
How do you know if Platinum Bank is right for your manufacturing  
business? Take a look at three unique characteristics of Platinum that  
define who we are as a banking partner, how we operate beyond a  
spreadsheet, and how we can help you connect with others to  
strengthen and project your company to the next level.

•  Business Focused Team 
Founded in 2007, Platinum Bank was created by entrepreneurs to serve 
entrepreneurs. As your trusted business partner, we are open-minded 
and provide transparent feedback that you probably won’t hear from 
most banks. We are committed to learning and telling your unique story 
and advocating for your business. Our promise to you is a team that is  
dedicated to serving your unique needs and actually doing what we say.

•  Connectors 
We at Platinum Bank help you build your team of trusted advisors. Our 
seasoned bankers encourage you to reach out to us when looking for 
other professionals and organizations to help answer your questions and 
support your organizational goals. We are ready to connect you to the 
right people.

•  Creative Banking Solutions 
As your trusted partner, we make sure we understand your unique busi-
ness model, your competition, and the challenges and opportunities you 
face. We then work with you to craft a customized solution for you and 
your business. Whether working in or out of the box, our Platinum team 
will strategize with you to create a manageable solution to meet your 
goals, advance your company, and realize your dreams.

Whether you are actively looking for a new business bank or are looking 
for a business partner who will simply offer sound advice and connections, 
contact us at Platinum Bank. We look forward to meeting you.

Platinum Bank – The Way Banking Should Be.

Banking Sponsor

Pete Odell
Senior Vice President, Commercial Lending

651.332.5221 (direct)
612.244.7013 (cell) 

podell@platinumbankmn.com  

Dave Flynn
 Senior Vice President,  

Commercial Relationship Manager
651.332.5209 (direct)

612.910.9429 (cell)
dflynn@platinumbankmn.com



Sales Consulting Sponsor

Gary Braun, Founder and Co-owner
952–226–3385

gbraun@pivotaladvisors.com 

Kyle Smythe, Business Development  
Representative 
 952–226–3381

ksmythe@pivotaladvisors.com

What Are Your Struggles?
Are you seeking the best way to achieve your next level of revenue 
growth? Have your sales plateaued? Are you struggling to find good 
salespeople? Are you not getting enough new business? Are you  
relying too much on current clients? Do you struggle to differentiate 
your company from your competition? Is your sales team lacking in 
accountability?

If this sounds like you or your company, we may be able to help.

Who Is Pivotal Advisors?
Pivotal Advisors was founded in 2008 with the singular purpose of 
building healthy sales organizations that are consistent, predictable, 
scalable, and profitable. As a sales management consulting firm, we 
offer you three different levels of engagement; each is designed with 
our proven Sales Performance Factors to fit your needs and get you 
and your team to the next level of growth.

What Are Our Three Levels of Engagement?

1. Pivotal Peak Alliance – You Learn & Implement 
Want to become involved with top sales leaders? Join our peer group 
community where you learn best practices, have access to the best 
tools, and have a coach to help you implement.

2. Pivotal Performance System – We Customize for You & Help You Implement
Seeking engagement or project customized precisely to your  
company’s needs? We work 1-on-1 with your sales leader to assess 
where your company may have constraints or gaps, then help you  
implement solutions to address those needs.

3. Fractional Sales Management – We Implement for You
Do you have an open sales leader position, or are you a CEO who 
doesn’t have enough hours in the day to manage sales? Looking to 
outsource your sales leadership?

This role is dedicated to your company and sales staff. Our Senior  
Consultants will jump on board and put in place the systems, process, 
and discipline that drive accountability and implement best practices 
that allow you to scale more effectively. We will manage your team  
and implement our proven Sales Performance Factors.

How Do You Build A Healthy Sales Organization? 
There are six components to building a healthy sales organization. Underperformance in any 
of the six areas can lead to obstacles, conflict, unreliability, or poor results within your sales 
team. Each factor builds on itself to create a connective approach to sales growth, which in turn 
makes your organization scalable, predictable, and profitable.



Manufacturing is an industry that is constantly changing, evolving,  
and growing due to new technology and workforce advancements. 
Today, the market stands very competitive for top talent within the 
manufacturing industry. No matter how excellent your products and/or 
services, how streamlined or efficient your operations, or how catchy 
your marketing campaigns, your business will never reach its full  
potential without the right team. By building, assessing, and developing 
your people, you have the best chance to make your company thrive. 

At CorTalent, our purpose is to accelerate business growth through 
great people. We do this by helping our client organizations find,  
select and retain top talent. Beyond that, we strive to partner with  
organizations that are entrepreneurial in spirit and committed to  
putting their people first. 

Focus:
At CorTalent, we work to be a trusted advisor to our clients. Our mission 
is to help changing, evolving, and growing companies rise to the top 
through optimization of their most valuable asset- their people.

We serve clients across a broad range of industries with talent  
management and project staffing services. Areas in which we offer 
particular expertise include:

•  Manufacturing & Engineering, Distribution, Technology, Service-based 
companies

• Sales as discipline across multiple industries 

• Traction/EOS clients

• Small-mid size companies that are growing, evolving, or changing 

Services: 
So much more than recruiters! 
We help businesses grow through optimization of their most valuable 
asset - their people. We embrace the culture, challenges and some-
times chaotic nature of entrepreneurial organizations. We leverage our 
experience, business knowledge, and results-driven philosophy to help 
you find, select, and retain the best talent

Expert Retention Services 
Now that you have your perfect hire, how do you keep them? We make 
sure you have the necessary tools and processes to engage, develop, 
and retain your best people.

Industry Leading Tools: 
In addition to our experienced team of Talent Partners to engage with, 
we offer an automated recruitment platform and a comprehensive talent 
assessment tool to assist you with your other talent needs.

Custom Recruitment Services: 
How are you going to fill the talent gaps in your organization? 
We will help you determine the most cost effective way to 
recruit. We can do this by executing a full retained search or 
supplementing your candidate pool through  
project recruitment support.

Your Business Goals and Objectives are at the  
Center of our Services
Your people needs are unique, and so are our methods to  
fulfill them. Every client engagement starts by developing a 
thorough understanding of your business goals and objectives. 
We then try to uncover what makes your organization different 
and the secret ingredient to your employee engagement and 
culture. We help you build a people strategy that is aligned  
to all of this. We then focus on helping your get your structure 
right by driving accountability down through every business 
function. Finally, we help you implement a process to grow  
effectively by implementing the RIGHT talent management 
tools and procedures to fit your Company.

For manufacturing companies, almost everything comes  
down to production. How can we be efficient with what we are 
doing, and put out max production while keeping costs low?  
A big part of keeping production at a high level is having the 
people to man stations, having key leaders in the right places, 
and working towards creating a high retention rate. At  
CorTalent, we serve manufacturing companies in multiple  
ways helping them automate their recruiting processes to  
find production level people, creating a candidate pipeline, 
searching out and vetting supervisor, management and  
executive level talent that can improve efficiency, and putting 
processes in place to maximize retention. All of this is designed 
to save manufacturers time and money (and headaches)  
when it comes to recruiting and hiring. We are proud to say  
that 95% of our business comes from referrals, which speaks to 
the relationships we have developed with our wonderful clients. 
We would love to meet and learn more about your business!

Talent Recruitment and Retention Sponsor 

Mary Nutting, Owner 
info@cortalent.com

(952) 388-6120  
7801 E Bush Lake Road Suite 100

Bloomington, MN 55439

Andrew Kuderer  
Prevue Product Manager 
akuderer@cortalent.com

(612) 599-7404  
7801 E Bush Lake Road Suite 100

Bloomington, MN 55439

Accelerating business growth through great people

CorTalent Levels of Service



Know Your Strengths and Opportunities

Safety challenges are a serious issue in the manufacturing industry as  
the wellbeing of employees is a major concern for every manufacturing 
leader. As an employer, you should provide a comprehensive benefits  
program that is tailored to employees’ needs. This not only engages 
employees and supports their physical and emotional wellbeing, but also 
their financial and career wellbeing. Organizational wellbeing, which  
improves talent attraction and retention in a competitive job market,  
can also be improved.

Gallagher’s Benefits Strategy & Benchmarking Survey Manufacturing 
Addendum highlights findings from 505 manufacturers that participated 
in the research, focusing on employee wellbeing, medical benefits and 
retirement benefits. 

Employee Wellbeing 
Like stress, wellbeing affects energy levels and overall health. Wellbe-
ing programs can engage employees and boost productivity. Yet more 
industry employers apply a wellbeing strategy focused on physical health 
alone (35%) than one that also considers emotional, career and financial 
aspects (17%). About a third (34%) don’t have any strategy, but 44% of 
this group plan to put one in place by 2021. 

Participation in wellbeing programs is the top challenge for manufactur-
ing employers (62%) — which may be compounded by multiple shifts  
and shift workers (33%). Greater use of mobile and cloud-based  
technology and better communication can help reach a broader audience 
and increase awareness and engagement. 

Manufacturers also have an opportunity to increase their support for  
career wellbeing. Most offer performance reviews (91%) and service 
awards (75%), but these do little to advance employees’ goals. To that 
end, some manufacturers are providing development training for  
management or leadership (63%) and employees (60%). And 1 in 4 (25%) 
offer mentoring programs, helping retain institutional knowledge and 
build a collaborative work environment.

Medical Benefits
Three-quarters of manufacturing employers (75%) agree or strongly 
agree that medical and pharmacy benefits are key for recruitment and 
retention. But rising costs continue to tax their bottom line. The top  
challenges are the high cost of medical services (67%) and unhealthy  
employees and dependents (47%). Healthcare analytic tools can give  
employers a better understanding of the unique health risks of their  
employee populations, which informs better management strategies. 

Designing competitive medical benefits for employees involves balancing 

needs and interests — including the extent of coverage, the employee’s share of financial responsi-
bility, and the sustainability of the organization’s costs. Employers can best accomplish this objec-
tive through benchmarking and data-driven decisions. 

Plan choice allows employees to select the coverage that best fits their needs. Manufacturers 
typically offer one (30%) or two plans (33%) — but an increase in providing three or more options 
(from 26% to 38%) occurred between 2017 and 2019. 

Manufacturing employers are also turning to cost-management tactics that can support better 
care choices and outcomes for patients. Examples include telemedicine (56%), disease manage-
ment programs (32%), healthcare decision support (30%) and cost-transparency tools (27%). 
Within two years, the use of these resources is expected to rise. 

Currently used by 26%, value-based tactics that incentivize patient disease management are on 
the rise. An additional 22% plan to implement more options by 2021.

Retirement Benefits
The competition for talent and maturing workforces highlight the importance of evaluating  
retirement benefits — using data and planning tools to create a longer-term strategy. Most  
manufacturing employers (85%) offer retirement plans, and their nearly universal choice is a  
defined contribution plan (97%). 

More than half (53%) directly drive financial wellbeing through retirement plan auto-enrollment, 
and a third (33%) auto-escalate employee contributions. To help increase participation, 88%  
contribute funds by matching employee contributions, typically at 100%, and capped at an amount 
that equals 5% of a participant’s salary. 

Financial wellbeing has gained traction as a cultural priority for industry employers, increasing for 
38% since 2017. Current investments emphasize financial advisor sessions (75%), financial literacy 
and education (56%), and employee discount programs (54%). Twenty-five percent (25%) also 
offer debt counseling. This benefit helps employees find their financial footing so they’re better 
positioned to save for a secure future. And it may serve as a competitive differentiator. 

How You Can Improve Your Workplace
Unrelenting competition for talent and ambitious goals for sales and organizational growth are 
driving manufacturing employers to embrace data-driven benefits design. Today and beyond, the 
challenges of shifting employee demographics can be met more successfully with technology  
advances and greater access to richer data. Employers are better positioned to re-examine  
traditional benefits design and develop more relevant and compelling total rewards. 

An opportunity exists to develop strategies that address employees’ total wellbeing, with each 
program adding value to the benefits package. Through workforce assessment and benchmarking 
that inform well-targeted initiatives, manufacturing employers can build sustainable benefits that 
support the present and future financial security of their evolving workforce.

For more information on how Gallagher can help your organization improve the wellbeing of  
your population and reduce your bottom line, please contact me at mick_hannafin@ajg.com  
or 952-356-0742.

Insurance Sponsor

Mick Hannafin 
Area Vice President, Gallagher 

 Mick_Hannafin@ajg.com 
www.ajg.com 
952-356-0742



If you are considering working with an expert in job search, consider  
this testimonial from Mike Sherman, a client of Marni Hockenberg.  
Upon his departure after 12 years at a local manufacturing company, Mike’s 
employer made the right decision to provide him with Outplacement services. 
After doing his research on local Outplacement firms, Mike selected to work 
with Hockenberg Search. Marni and Mike worked together in areas of Personal 
Branding, Networking, Interviewing and  
Offer Negotiation. Mike leaned the value of launching a strategic job search 
campaign by following Marni’s tried and true process. It worked and Mike land-
ed a great role as Global Application Engineering Manager at 3M. 

Mike Sherman Testimonial
“Having recently celebrated my 1 year anniversary in my new role  

at 3M Company, I took some time to reflect on the path and the people who helped me get here. Marni Hockenberg is 
one who has definitely paved the way to my success. I hired Marni due to referrals (hers was the first name mentioned 
several times) and her notion of “the Process”. The Process referred to the prep, planning, self understanding, interview 
skill development, books/required readings, connections and 60 second commercial. I embraced the discipline built into 
the Process and trusted Marni and her team to help me help myself. It took patience, but I eventually “launched” into the 
market, armed and ready with a loaded toolbelt. Marni doesn’t just let you fall off either. She requested regular follow 
up, and always had her hands on the pulse of my search activity. It was a great check and balance. The Process kept me 
honest, while I honed my skills and focused on my dream job. Did I mention I found it? I recommend any executive in 
career transition or anyone tactically seeking their next big thing to first meet with Marni. Consider letting the Process 
work for you. It will drive a much higher likelihood of success.” 

This is more than job transition. This is career transformation.

Marni Hockenberg is Principal and Founding Partner at Hockenberg Search, an Executive Outplacement, Job Search and Career Transition 

Coaching firm. She has been helping senior executives find fulfilling leadership roles for more than three decades.  

Find out how Hockenberg Search can boost your brand and help your former Executives land the right jobs, faster!

Protect Your Employment Brand With Rapid, Positive  
Executive Outplacement

In a crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic, company leaders are faced 
with difficult decisions at a rapid pace. Layoffs are occurring at all levels. 
They are painful, create disruption and discomfort for everyone affected. 
But there are times when changes in Executive Leadership or larger scale 
reductions in force are necessary for an organization to survive, recover 
and move forward.

At times such as this, many companies need a reliable Corporate Out-
placement partner capable of stepping in with a plan forward, connecting 
with affected individuals, and working to ensure that each professional 
experience a swift, smooth and successful job transition.

When you invest in Outplacement, you:
•  Protectyour employer brand and retain your status as employer of 

choice. The market will bounce back, and you don’t want to lose the 
momentum you’ve built to attract the brightest stars in the galaxy

• Mitigateyour risk of litigation

• Help your departing employees land on their feet more quickly

• Maintain the goodwill and trust of your remaining employees

•  Sleep better at night-because doing the right thing is always the right 
thing to do

When you partner with Hockenberg Search, you deliver:
•  Expertise:Marni Hockenberg is a former Retained Executive Recruiter 

who has worked both sides of the deal, placing hundreds of profession-
als in the right career opportunities. Marni brings an insider’s under-
standing of what it takes to outmaneuver the competition and land the 
right job.

•  Intense Individualized Virtual Coaching:Your departing Executives learn 
how to best brand, market and promote themselves through a level of 
coaching that is simply unavailable at high volume firms, where dis-
placed employees are often lost in the herd.

•  Trust:Keeping her clients’ best interests at the forefront helps Marni 
guide them toward excellent career decisions and away from career-de-
railing moves.

Learn more about how her AFFORDABLE FAST TRACK TO JOB SEARCH SUCCESS 
PROGRAM can help your company!

Contact Marni Hockenberg, marni@hockenbergsearch.com 952-500-9542

Executive Outplacement Sponsor

Marni Hockenberg 
marni@hockenbergsearch.com 

www.hockenbergsearch.com 
952-500-9542. 



Are you a Midwest-based manufacturing business owner or executive?

Expand your career network in-person at the Gears & Gadgets programs and events!  
Gears & Gadgets is the premier networking group that focuses exclusively on the  
manufacturing sector. 

Attendees are invited to weigh in on current industry trends and issues that impact  
our industry. Collaborate with your peers and colleagues to sustain a strong manufacturing  
presence in the midwest! To be eligible to attend Gears & Gadgets, you must be a  
manufacturing business owner or currently employed manufacturing executive.

Our quarterly “Gears & Gadgets” get-togethers feature informative presentations  
and discussions addressing a wide variety of manufacturing-related topics, followed by  
lively networking and a happy hour with cash bar and sponsored appetizers. 

If you are a Midwestern manufacturing business owner or executive, contact  
Marni Hockenberg to receive an invitation to join our growing and dynamic group! 

Marni Hockenberg  
Founder of Midwest Manufacturing Executives/Gears & Gadgets  
marni@hockenbergsearch.com  |  952.500.9542

Marni Hockenberg is the Principal of Hockenberg Search,  
an Outplacement firm specializing in Executive Career Transition  
Coaching for manufacturing professionals.   
Your network is your net worth — see you at Gears & Gadgets!


